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For every integer n define u(n) = [nq5], b(n) = a(n) + n, and c(n) = a(n) - n, where 
[x] denotes the integral part of the real number .Y and d, = (1 + a)/2 is the golden 
ratio. Then the set of matrices 
i: 
c(j) - c(/) j-l u(i) 
T,, = j-1 4.i) -u(l) b(i) 
0 0 1 i 
with j. I arbitrary integers is closed under multiplication. In view of the 
irregularities exhibited by the function a(n) this may not seem plausible. To obtain 
this result we will consider these matrices and some related matters from the point 
of view of semigroups. Moreover, we shall find various representations of this semi- 
group, and show that it has a rich internal structure. ,c’ 1991 Academic Press. Inc. 
‘4s Klein points out, rhere were doubts, eoen in the period when the theory of groups 
was formulated as a separate mathematical discipline, as to whether that ,r*hich we 
call a semigroup should he taken as the ,fundamental concept. 
E. S. Ljapin, Semigroups 
INTRODUCTION 
For every integer n define a(n)= [nd], h(n)= a(n)+n, and c(n) = 
a(n)-n, where [x] denotes the integral part of the real number x and 
q5 = (1 + $)/2 is the golden ratio. Then the set of matrices 
c(j) - c(l) j-l a(j) 
Tj, = j-l a(j) - 41) b(j) 
0 0 1 
with j, 1 arbitrary integers is closed under multiplication. In view of the 
irregularities exhibited by the function a(n) this may not seem plausible. To 
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obtain this result we will consider these matrices and some related matters 
from the point of view of semigroups. Moreover, we shall find various 
representations of a semigroup Y that contains the T’[, and show that it 
has a rich internal structure. 
Define a Wythoffpair as a column 2-vector W= W(n) with top compo- 
nent a(n) and bottom component b(n). Here are a few Wythoff pairs: 
This configuration of points in Z*, denoted w  in the following, has been 
discussed now for over 80 years ( [2-6, 13, 15, 173; [ 151 surveys the 
pre-1975 literature), notably for the property of being the set of all winning 
positions of Wythoff’s game. It is remarkable that no previous inquiry 
seems to have been made into the symmetry of w. Perhaps this is because 
semigroups rather than groups are the appropriate tools here, at least for 
an initial investigation (that semigroups appear in the study of symmetries 
of certain multivariate partition functions is shown in [ 143). To begin with, 
if the Wythoff pairs are encoded into Q($) by (a(n), b(n)) + w(n)= 
b(n) -a(n)& then w(n) w(m) = w(n * m) where n * m = nm + u(n) u(m); 
thus the Wythoff pairs themselves form a semigroup. This semigroup is 
isomorphic to the multiplicative semigroup of all matrices 
These facts follow from the results of [ 111. 
Here we consider the question of which afline maps preserve the Wythoff 
pair property; i.e., send the set CV into itself, and show that this leads to 
a two parameter multiplicative semigroup (Theorem 1.2). Although there 
is no shortage of matrix groups in which the matrix entries are functions 
of several variables [16], we know of no previous interesting examples 
involving the greatest integer function. 
These results lead also to some “exotic” multiplications for which the 
associative law holds, but is rather difficult to verify directly. Indeed, this 
is’already the case with n * m above. 
1. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE SYMMETRIES 
Our basic result is Theorem 1.1. In order to simplify some notation we 
abuse the language and use “pairs” to indicate either column or row 2-vec- 
tors. The context should make clear which of the two interpretations is 
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appropriate. We shall feel free to use the fact that aside from - 1, euer~l 
integer is either of the form a(n) or b(n), where aside from n = 0 the “or” 
is exclusive. This is essentially Beatty’s theorem for the golden ratio (see, 
e.g., [l; 5; 9, pp. 3435; 131). 
1.1. THEOREM. The affine map T: Z2 + Z’ sends Wythoff pairs imo 
Wythoff pairs if and only if it has the form 
wlhere f, g, h, k are integers satisfying 
0 d #(k - hd) < 1, 
O~~(k-h~)+(f-g~~‘)~l. 
(1.1.1) 
(1.1.2) 
Proof Suppose 
(:)=(f s)(;)+(l) 
has the property that for every n there is an m with TW(n) = W(m), or 
fa(n)+gh(n)+h=a(m) 
ia(n)+jb(n)+k=b(m). 
(1.1.3) 
From m=b(m)-a(m) we get m=(i+j-f-g)a(n)+(j-g)n+(k-h), 
Let (x} denote the fractional part of X. From the formula 
a(Ka(n)+Ln+M)=Kh(n)+La(n)+ [M~+(L&K)(nqb}/q5] (1.1.4) 
that is proved in [ll], we get a(m)=(i+j-f-g)b(n)+(j-g)a(n)+ 
d,, = (i + 2j -f- 2g) a(n) + (i +j -f - g)n + d, where d, is the integral part 
of (k-h)q5+((j-g)q5-(i+j-f-g))(nq5}/& Hence d, is an integer that 
varies boundedly with n. Writing the first equation in (1.1.3) as a(m) = 
(f + g) a(n) + gn + h we obtain, by comparing the two expressions for a(m), 
that 
(i+2j-2f-3g)a(n)+(i+j-f-2g)n+(d,-h)=O, 
for every n. Divide through by n and let n -+ co. Since d, is bounded inde- 
pendently of n and a(n)/n + 4, we obtain 
(i+2j-2f-3g)cj+(i+j-f--g)=O. 
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Since 4 is irrational, both linear expressions in i, j, 4, and g must vanish, 
and we deduce that 
j=f+g, i=g, and d,, = h. 
Thus the matrix of T has the form described in the theorem. Next, the 
definition of d, yields h<(k-h)d+(fd-g){nd}/$<h+ 1, or 
O~~(k-h~)+(f-g~~‘){n~)<l, (1.1.5) 
and this in turn is equivalent to the two inequalities (1.1.1) and (1.1.2) since 
{@ } is dense in [0, 11. The converse results from proving (by means of 
formula (1.1.4), for example) that under the given hypothesis the integer 
m = gu(n) +fn + (k-h) (1.1.6) 
satisfies (1.1.3). 
A second interpretation is perhaps more useful. First define 2 x 2 
matrices 
for all 2~ Z, and M, = -Z (with Z the 2 x 2 identity matrix), where 8 is just 
a new symbol. We denote by 2 the “extended integers” 2 = Z LJ { 0 >. Then: 
1.2. THEOREM. The affine map T: Z2 + Z* sends Wythoff pairs into 
Wythoff pairs if and only if 
TX= T,X= (Mj- M,)X+ W(j) 
for some (j, l)eZx2. 
Proof: The next lemma shows that (1.1.1) implies that h = a(j) and 
k = b(j) for some j. This completes the description of the nonhomogeneous 
part of T. It also enables us to write the middle term of (1.1.2) as 
(j-g)4 - a(j) + f + g. Hence if the second inequality sign in (1.1.2) is < 
we have a(j)-f-g<(j-g)d<a(j)-f-g+ 1 and thus a(j)-f-g= 
a( j- g). Set I = j - g. Then f + g = a(j) - a(l), g = j - f, and the charac- 
terization follows. Consider next the case (j - g) 4 - a(j) + f + g = 1. Then 
g = j and f+ g = a(j) + 1, so the transformation is T,, as claimed. 
Notice that g=j-1, f= c(j)- c(Z) imply that (1.1.6) can be written as 
m=(j-Z)a(n)+(c(j)-c(f))n+j. (1.2.1) 
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1.3. LEMMA. A pair of numbers h, k is a Wythoff pair if and only ifh and 
k satisfy (1.1.1). 
ProoJ: First notice that (b(j) - a( j)q4)q5 = { jd> is always in [0, 1). Sup- 
pose next that (1.1.1) holds. Then 0 < (k - hq4) < 1 so that using (s* = 4 + 1 
we get 0 d kq5 - h~$ -h < 1, or 0 < (k - h)q5 - h < 1. Therefore h = a(k - h) 
and b(k - h) = a(k - h) + (k-h) = k. Thus the pair (h, k) is W(k- h). 
We shall next extend YY~ by adding as a new member the pair 
-1 W(Q)= -1 . ( 1 
and denote by Y@ the extended Wythoff pairs Y? = %* u { W(e)}. Observe 
that 
In fact, 
Tj,( W(Q) = W(l)> for (j,I)EZx2. (1.3.1) 
Tj, 
-1 
()( 
c(j) - 41) 
-1 = j-l 
-c(j)+c(l)-j+f+a(j) a(l) = 
-j+I-a(j)+a(f)+b(j) = b(l) >( > 
for j, I E Z. The case 1= 0 is similar: 
-c(j)- 1 -j+a(j) 
Hence, the afline maps that leave ?V stable also leave @ stable. 
The action of T on the sequence W(n) can be made precise as follows. 
For (j, Z, n) E Z x 2 x 2 define t,!(n) by 
tjr(n)=(j-l)a(n)+(c(j)-c(f))n+j, for j,l,nEZ; 
tj[(e) = It for j, IfzZ; 
tj@(n) = ja(n) + (c(j) + 1 )a+ j, for j,nEZ; 
$“(W = 8, for jeZ. 
(1.3.2) 
We shall sometimes write tj,(n) = [j/n] to avoid subscripts. Then 
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1.4. THEOREM. For all (j, I) E Z x 2 we have T, W(n) = W(tir(n)). 
Proof: For j, I, n E Z, this simply restates formula (1.2.1). The cases 
l= tI and n = 0 are just as easy using (1.3.2) and (1.1.4); note that 
Similarly, we can describe the composition of maps Tjl. 
1.5. THEOREM. For all (j, I), (k, m) E Z x 2, the composition of Til and 
Tkm is Tj, Tkm = T,, where u = [ jZk], v = [ jlm]. 
ProoJ: First observe that j, 1 are determined from TjI by (1.3.1) and 
T,, W(0) = W(j). (1.51) 
Thus 
and 
Tj,T,,W(0)= T,,W(k)= W([jZk]) 
T,,T,,W(tl)=T,,W(m)= W([jZm]) 
yield u = [ jlk], and u = [ jlk], as claimed. 
The fact that the T,, form a semigroup rather than a group is shown by 
the following: 
1.6. THEOREM. For every pair XE Z2 not in 98 we have 
given any j E Z there exist infinitely many I E Z 
such that T,,XE W, (1.6.1) 
and 
there exist infinitely many j, 1~ Z with T,X$ W. (1.6.2) 
Proof: If we denote 
then MiXO= -{jd}XO and therefore (M, - M,) X0 = SX,, where 
~~~~-{j~}+{I~}.Thecase1=8issimilar,giving~j~=-{j~}+1.Bythe 
symmetry of the matrices A4 we have for all XE Z2 the formula 
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(M, - M,)X . X0 = 3,,,X. X0 (use X Y to indicate-dot product in Z’). Since 
also W(j) .X0= {j4)/& we have for (j, l)eZ x Z that 
T;,x~x()=i,x~x,,+ .(.jqq/(ri I ( 1.6.3 ) 
Suppose now that X . X, > 0 and that j is given. There are infinitely many 
I with (jd f - E < (14 ] < [ jd j for each arbitrary E > 0. Hence, T,,X. X, is 
positive and smaller than { jd>/d f or infinitely many 1. By Lemma 1.3 this 
implies that T,,XE ti“. The case X. X0 < 0 is similar and (1.6.1) is proved. 
To obtain (1.6.2) just pick the pairs j= 0, I # 0 when X.X, < 0 and the 
pairs j # 0, I= 0 when X. X, > l/4. 
The determinant of the linear part M,- M, of T,,, or equivalently the 
determinant of the T,, in the Introduction, can be written as 
det T,,=J.,,((24- l)(j-l)+i,,), 
provided that If 0. This results from routine calculations using the identity 
x2-XY- Y2=(X- Ycj)(X+ Ycp,. 
I1 I= 8 the determinant is 
det T,,=(c(.j)+ l)(a(j)+ 1)-j’. 
From these we deduce 
1.7. THEOREM. The following are equivalent: ( 1) T,, is singular; (2) T,, is 
constant; (3) j= 1. 
Proof. For I= 0 we have j# 1. In this case the determinant is clearly 
positive since a(j) + 1 > jd and similarly c(j) + 1 > jd -j. For 1 E Z, on the 
other hand, it follows from the formula of the determinant that T,, is 
singular exactly when A,,=0 or when (24- l)(j- 1) + i,,= 0. But 
24 - 1 = 2.236... and Ijej,I < 1 so the latter cannot happen when 1 j- 12 1. 
Hence in either case j = 1. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS AND INTERNAL STRUCTURE 
Denote by Y the semigroup under composition formed by the maps T,,, 
(j, 1) E Z x 2. We will describe two models of Y and study their algebraic 
properties. We use the notation of Theorem 1.6 and its proof. For the first 
model, let L,,x = Aj,x + { jd}/& a map of the real variable x, and define 
52: Z2 -+ Z[qS] by QX= X.X,,. Then formula (1.6.3) proves that 
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2.1. THEOREM. The diagram 
Z2 Tl’,, - z’ 
n 
I I 
a 
Z[@l - L,, z[41 
commutes for all (j, I) E Z x 2. In particular, since Sz: Z2 + Z[#] is one-to- 
one and onto, the maps Lj, form a semigroup 2’ (under composition) 
isomorphic to 9. 
Theorem 1.5 can be restated to give a second model for 9, as follows. 
2.2. THEOREM. The set Z x 2 with the product 
(j, l)O (k ml = (t,,(k), tj,(m)) 
is a semigroup isomorphic to 9’. In particular @ is associative. 
Next, we shall get a clearer perspective on the meaning of the inequalities 
(1.1.1) and (1.1.2) by introducing the concept of a “o-linear transforma- 
tion.” Let & be any semigroup of m x m matrices and say CJ: Fm -+ R, 
where a(T, T2) = cr(T,) o(T,). We call a linear transformation z a a-linear 
transformation if t: R” -+ R and 
t(Tx)=o(T)z(x) 
for all TE Fm and x E R”. To each TM there is a corresponding semigroup 
of affine transformations 
~~=~T#x=Tx+v:T~~~,,andx,v~R~). m 
Let p: S,# -+ ~4,) where CZI, is the set of l-dimensional afftne transforma- 
tions, be defined by 
p: Tx+v-+a(T)y+z(u), x, UER~, PER. 
Since T is both linear and a-linear, we easily see that 
AT?T,#)=dTf)dT2#). 
Next, given any semigroup of l-dimensional aftine transformations, the 
subset of those that map a given interval (e.g., [O, I]) into itself is 
obviously a semigroup. Hence the p-preimages of such semigroups are 
again semigroups. 
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We now turn to the case at hand. Take vz = 2 and 
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Define 
where ~$4 = - 1. Then a simple calculation verifies that 5 is a o-linear trans- 
formation. What is the p-preimage of [0, 1 ]? We want all T.v + v such that 
C( T),r + t(t)) maps [0, 11 into itself. By convexity, it suffices to check the 
endpoints, i.e., to check that 0 6 r(o) f 1, and 0 d u(T) + T(U) < 1. But these 
are essentially the inequalities (1 .l.l ) and (1.1.2). Of course, the T(V) = 1 
possibility needs to be clarified. One easily sees that &k - 114) = 1 implies 
li = h = - 1, and this corresponds to the fact that we needed to extend the 
Wythoff pairs by W( 8) = (- 1, - 1 ). One may consider preimages of sets 
other than [0, 11, but we shall not pursue this here. 
We turn now to subsemigroups of 9. Like any other semigroup of affine 
maps, 9’ contains two privileged subsemigroups, 9” and Y”, formed 
respectively by the linear maps and by the constant maps of ,Y. By 
Theorem 1.7, 9” consists of the maps T,, Jo Z; it is a two sided ideal. 
A second observation is that Y’ splits as a disjoint union Y = qu .i< 
of the subsets ,U;= IT,,; (.i, I)EZ’) and ,y,= {T,,,; jEZ]. 
2.3. THEOREM. The subsemigroup 9’ of linear maps in .V is the “y-axis” 
of Z x 2: it consists of the mups T,,, t E 2 Or equivalently, the set of matrices 
Lf;,= { -M,; 1 E Z > together with the identitjj matrix I= T,,, = -M,,. The 
subsemigroup 9; is ulso isomorphic to the set qf pairs (0, I), 1 E Z under the 
operation 
(0, /)@(O, m)=(O. -la(m)-ma(O+Irrz). (2.3. I ) 
The proof is a direct verification. Observe that (2.3.1) reads as 
(0, I)@ (0, mm) = (0, Itm) if we define 
if-m= -La(m)-mu(l)flm. (2.3.2) 
Hence (2.3.2) defines an associative operation on the integers. The semi- 
group (Z, t) is isomorphic to the semigroup f considered in [ 12, Proposi- 
tion 71. 
According to 2.3 we have (-M,)( -M,,,) = -IV,+,,, and therefore 
m --, -M,, is a representation of (Z, t). 
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2.4. THEOREM. The map 1: Tjt + Ajt is multiplicative and therefore the 
sets YE defined by - c1< L(T) < ~1, 0 < CI Q 1, are subsemigroups of 9. Hence 
Y contains an uncountable family of nested distinct subsemigroups. A similar 
family 9 I + is defined by the inequalities 0 < /Z(T) < a, 0 < c( d 1. The inter- 
section of both families is Y” = Yap,, CI = 0. 
The proof is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1. 
2.5. COROLLARY. The set of real numbers - {jd} + (ld}, j, 1~ Z is 
closed under ordinary product. The same holds for the sets { 11$>, 1 E Z, and 
Vcw4~ 1E z. 
Proof: These sets are the images under 1 of the semigroups q, Y;, and 
9”. See also [lo, 111. 
A direct application of (1.3.2) gives 
2.6. THEOREM. The subsets S$ and 9, are subsemigroups of 9’. Further- 
more, 9, is a two sided ideal. 
In particular, this justifies our statement in the Introduction about the 
3 x 3 matrices T,,; they form L+. 
Define 
nOm=na(m)+a(n)m-nm+n+m= -ntm+n+m. 
By (1.3.2) we have (j, 8) @(k, 0) = (j 0 k, 0). Thus 0 is associative. For a 
more detailed study of the operations t and 0 see [ 111. 
2.7. THEOREM. The set Yg of nonsingular maps in 9’ is a subsemigroup 
of Y. 
If ~4’ and .N are subsemigroups of Y, denote by JZ v JV the smallest 
subsemigroup containing J? u JV. Combining 5$9’;, Y”, etc., by the 
operations JZ v JV and &’ A N = J$! n JV we obtain the lattice of sub- 
semigroups of Y generated by them. We use the notation 9; = Yg n Y’, 
Y;g = Yfn Yg n Y’, etc. 
2.8. THEOREM. The lattice GY generated by Y’, Y”‘, Ye, Yf, and Yg has 16 
elements and it is isomorphic to the lattice 9 obtained by removing from the 
product C3 x C, x C, the elements 231 and 232. Here C, denotes the chain 
1<2<3< ‘. . < n. The isomorphism f: 3 + GY is given by 
f(lll)=0 fWl)= (0) f(311)=Y” 
f(ll2)=YJ-- f(212) = 9; s(312)=q 
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f(121)= {I) f(221) = 10, I) f(321) = 9” u ‘I’ I i 
f(122)=.% ,f(222) = 9’ ,f(322) = qu {Z) 
f(131)=S5 ,f( 33 1) = x, LJ 9” 
j(132)=,% ,f(332) = 9. 
ProoJ: The reader may verify by drawing a 3 x 3 x 2 lattice with the 
indicated nodes removed that the only non-trivial cases are the following: 
y;‘, v Y’ = Y. The complement of <v?, u Y’ consists of the 
pairs (j, j), j Z 0. But (j, 0) @ (0, 0) = (j, j) with (j, 0) ES”, 
and (0,O) E P”, proving the claim. (2.8.1 
,q v Y’=L$u (Z). Just observe that .4c,uY’= S$u {Z)- is 
a subsemigroup. (2.8.2 
z v {O)=S$ v .Y’=~uY”. From (j,f3)0(0,0)= 
(j, j) we get Cz v (01 3 P” and since Y” is an ideal, 
,z u Y” is a semigroup. (2.8.3) 
CYg v (0) = $ v (0, Z} = ,Y. As in the previous case, we 
get (j, j)=(j,k))@(O,O)fzY, v {O)., or Y”cC4p, v {O). 
Then YR v {O}z,~uY”=Y’. (2.8.4) 
Although Y is not commutative, it contains numerous commutative 
subsemigroups. 
2.9. THEOREM. Y’, Y”, and 5$ are commutative. 
2.10. THEOREM. For P, Q positive integers denote by Y(P, Q) the set of 
pairs of the form (Pn, Qa(n)) where n E Z satisfies 0 < P{nq5) < 1 and 
0 < Q(r$} < 4. Then Y(P, Q) 1s a commutative subsemigroup of’ 9. 
Proo$ Assume that the conditions are satisfied for n = j and II = k. For 
any m, 
where 
[Pj, Qa(j), ml = Ka(m) + Lm + Pj, 
Using 
K=Pj-Qa(j), L=c(Pj)-c(Qa(j)). 
a( Pj) = Pa(j) 
a(Q4.d) = Qa(j) + Qj- 1 
(2.10.Ia) 
(2.10.lb) 
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(and similar formulas for k) that are proved below, we obtain the simpler 
form 
The formula 
L=Pa(j)-Pj-Qj+ 1. 
is equivalent to 
and 
1= [Pj, @z(j), Pk]/P is an integer (2.10.2a) 
[Pj, Qa(j), Qu(k)]/Q is the integer u(l). (2.10.2b) 
Since [Pj, Qu(j), Pk] = P(Ku(k) + Lk + j) it is clear that I = Ku(k) f Lk + j 
is an integer. Hence by (1.1.4), u(l)=Kh(k) + La(k) +u(j)+ [{I with 
{ = {jdj + (LqS - K){k#)/& We shall see below that 
O<<<l. (2.10.3) 
Hence 
u(l) = (KS L) u(k) + Kk + u(j). (2.10.4) 
On the other hand, 
CPj, Q4A, Q4k)l = JWQ4k)) + LQ4k) + Pj 
= KQu(k) + KQk - K + LQa(k) + Pj 
= KQa(k) -t KQk - (Pj - Qu( j)) + Lea(k) + Pj 
= Q(Ku(k) + Kk + u(j) + La(k)) 
= Q4l) 
by (2.10.4). 
Observe that 1.1.4 implies 
u(Pn) = Pa(n) + [Pqqn#}/qq = Pa(n) 
and also 
a(Q4n)) = Qb(n) + C -Q{dMl = Qb(n) - 1 
for any n satisfying 0 < P{nqS} < 1 and 0 < Q(n4) < 4, in particular for 
n = j and n = k. This proves (2.10.1). Next, the linear expression f(t) = 
t + (- Ptq3 - Qt + q4){kq5}/4 satisfies f(0) = {kd) and f( l/P) = 
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(1 - Q{kd j/QI)/P, which by hypothesis is in the interval [0, l/P]. Therefore 
j(t) maps [0, l/P] into itself. Since 5 =,f( (j#}) with {,jd)- E [0, l/P) we 
conclude that [<I =O, as claimed in (2.10.3). 
Finally from K = Pj - Qu( j) and L = Pa(j) - Pj - QJ + 1 we obtain for 
I= Ku(k) + LX- + j the symmetric expression 
I=P(ja(k)+a(j)k-jk)-Q(.jk+a(j)a(k))+j+k. 
Therefore .V( P, Q) is commutative. This concludes the proof of 2.10. 
Notice that in the previous theorem, the choice P = 1, Q = 1 implies that 
the set of all pairs (n, a(n)), n #O, is a subsemigroup. 
Our next result shows that the “reversed” Wythoff pairs form a com- 
mutative semigroup. 
2.11. THEOREM. The pairs (b(n), a(n)), II # 0 ,form u commutatiue sub- 
semigroup qf Y. 
ProoJ: We use the first model. First, 
A h(/Lu(/) = i -j#>. 
This follows from Proposition 1 in 11121: 
/I bUL4JI = - IWM} + {4j)O} = - 
=1-{jd)={-jq5}. 
Thus for all Jo Z we have 
Lb(j).al.,,Lb(k).u(k)X= (-j~}i-k~}.~+~-j~}ik~)~-'+~j~)~~-'. 
We know that { -jq5> { -k$} = ( -14) for some I E Z by Corollary 2.5. 
Hence 
would follow from 
{@}4p’ = ‘,-i&>lkd)@ ’ + ljd)#-‘. (2.11.1) 
Recall that j, k #O, whence (-jb> = 1 - { j$), { -kq+} = 1 - jk#), and 
therefore 1 - (143 = .(-I$) = (1-{$))(l-{kgl})= 1 - {j$} - (kb} + 
‘,j4} {I+). This proves (2.11.1). Hence these pairs form a subsemigroup 
and since 1 has a symmetric expression in terms of j and k, it is commutative. 
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Finally, we remark that the set of all TuCjj.B form a commutative semi- 
group YOr and 9’b is isomorphic to the semigroup of all matrices 
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